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Common chlorinated solvents have octanol:water partition coefficients in the range of 100-300.  This
significantly alters their movement through soil and plant tissues.  Sorption coefficients on wood were estimated,
by static equilibration techniques, for trichloroethylene (TCE), trichloroethane (TCA), chloroform and
dichloromethane (DCM).  For TCE and TCA the sorption to ground alfalfa and low organic sandy soil was also
measured.  Estimates of sorption coefficient were also determined by passsing water carrying the contaminant
through an intact stem section and then sectioning the stem to determine the concentration that accumulated.  In
the static experiments a wood:water accumulation ratio of about 7 was observed for TCE while for TCA it was
only 2.  For alfalfa the ratios were about 10 for TCE and 5 for alfalfa.  Based on 1% organic matter the sorption of
TCE in soil was about 100.  Coefficients for chloroform, and DCM with wood were less than for TCA.  Estimates
for TCE in intact stem sections were 25 - 30 while for TCA a value of 18 was obtained.  Sorption must be included
in any model of contaminant movement through plants, as an important addition to exclusion from the transpira-
tion stream.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that non-polar compounds are preferentially sorbed to hydrophobic surfaces

and dissolve in non-polar phases.  When considering potential transport of solvents such as TCE

through plants, it is necessary to consider their potential partitioning to the less polar phases of the

plant such as membranes, starch, primary cell walls, pectic substances, and lignin.

In our earlier studies we provided clear evidence that TCE and similar compounds do, in fact,

move through plants when supplied to their water source at a concentration of 1 mM (Davis et al.,

1998).  We also noted that the less polar compounds show a delayed appearance in the gas phase

above the plant, suggestive of sorption during the transfer process.  The delay occurred even when

the root system was removed from the plant, which eliminates possible partitioning at the root

endodermis.  Doucette et al. (1997) found little TCE movement though a plant when the exposure

level was low (about 10 µM).  This suggests that there might be either a specific barrier that is

overcome at high concentrations, or a strong sorption to the plant within the root zone.

We have undertaken two different kinds of experiments to try to understand TCE and other

solvents� sorption in or on plant materials.  The simpler of these is direct equilibration of plant

material with a solution containing TCE.  The alternative is to flow a solution of TCE through a

segment of plant stem, observing the concentration vs time profile, and then measuring the concen-

tration of TCE accumulated in the stem segment.
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METHODS

Static experiments

Equilibration studies were done in serum-stoppered 125 mL bottles to which 10 mL of

solution was added from a reservoir having the desired concentration of contaminant, TCE or other,

as generally described by Gossett (1987). Replicate bottles were prepared by adding a fixed 10 mL

volume of solution containing the indicated concentration of TCE from a separatory funnel capped

with a septum, to a 125 mL bottle having 5 g of the indicated sorbent.  Some bottles had 10 g of 4

mm glass beads to give an equivalent volume displacement comparable to 5 g of one of the follow-

ing: aspen wood splints, crushed dried alfalfa, sucrose, Whatman #1 filter paper, brown kraft paper,

topsoil or subsoil from the Riley County landfill area.  Because identical volumes of solution and

identical-sized bottles were used, sorption to septa is not a large factor in deriving relative sorption

to the added sorbents.

After the solution was added, the bottles were incubated at 25oC for 8-24 hr.  Gas phase

concentrations of contaminant were determined by gas chromatography using a flame ionization

detector.  Sucrose and glass beads gave the same results as water alone.  Sorption is estimated

from the deficit in gas phase level of contaminant compared to these.  Only wood, alfalfa, and

topsoil gave consistently measurable sorption.  Henry�s constants used for calculations were as

described in Davis et al. (1998).

Flow experiments

Several approaches were tried during studies of the flow of contaminant through stem seg-

ments.  Reliable results were obtained when an 8 L reservoir of contaminant solution was used and

the plant stem was immersed in it, except for the portion passing through a stopper to the collection

device.  The flow rate through the stem was controlled by an infusion pump operating in the with-

drawal mode.  Positive pressure was supplied to the reservoir so that water flow was about the

same without the pump as with it.

Effluent collection was the most difficult part of the entire process.  Tygon (PVC) tubing was

fitted to the stem end.  A nested set of tubing pieces was used to adapt to the needle of a 5 mL gas-

tight syringe or a 30 mL glass syringe to collect outflow at a rate of 4-5 mL/hr, which reasonably

approximated the expected transpiration rate for an intact plant supported by the stem during the

growing season.  It was observed that a short segment (1-2 cm) of thick-walled silicone tubing

allowed a significant (up to half) loss of TCE.  The syringe needle was therefore inserted to within 2-

3 mm of the stem end, and the tubing was changed to polyvinyl chloride material.

All studies were done with dormant stems, stored at 4oC.  Usually they were removed from

the intact plant just a few hours before use.  Water was collected for about 30 hr, corresponding to

15-40 times the water volume of the stem segment.  Stems were cut into sections weighing < 1 g

and quickly transferred to 65 mL bottles sealed with Pierce Reacti-vial seals.  Gas phase contami-
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nant concentration was determined by GC.  The stem segments were weighed wet and then after

drying to determine the water content.  From the level of contaminant per amount of water or dry

matter, the apparent accumulation ratio or sorption coefficient could be calculated.

One test was done with a stem segment maximally exposed to air (19 cm of 21.5 cm length), in

constrast to the usual technique of immersion.  This permitted estimation of the loss rate from the

exposed stem, by comparing the expected to the observed recovery of contaminant and the change in

outflow TCE concentration when flow rate was decreased two-fold.   Modeling of the profiles for

contaminant movement is discussed in the paper by Jiang Hu et al. also published in this Proceedings.

RESULTS

The figure shows equilibration results for gas phase TCE concentrations in the presence of

wood or alfalfa compared to sucrose.  Each data point is an experiment with at least duplicate bottles

assayed in duplicate or triplicate.  Table 1 provides a summary of results for several compounds on

the two most tightly sorbing matrices, wood and crushed alfalfa.

To derive a sorption coefficient (wood:water) for TCE, we assume that the average decrease in

TCE in the gas phase is 0.4.  For a 125 mL bottle with 10 mL water and 4 mL (5 g) solids, this gives

a ratio of 7.15-fold accumulation in wood relative to water.  For alfalfa the sorption is somewhat

stronger, with a decrease in the gas phase concentration of about 0.5 in the same series of experi-

ments.  This yields an estimated 10.8-fold accumulation ratio.

With topsoil the sorption is only 0.1 of the gas phase which yields a ratio of 1.19 soil:water.  If

the soil is 1% organic matter, the accumulation based on that fraction is more than 100 fold.

Comparable calculations may be done for TCA.  With wood the decrease in gas phase level is

only 0.2 which gives a ratio of about 2 (wood:water).  For alfalfa the sorption is somewhat stronger,

about 0.4 decrease in gas phase concentration.  This gives a sorption ratio of 5 (alfalfa:water).  For

topsoil the apparent decrease in gas phase concentration is similar to that for TCE, 0.l, which gives a

comparable sorption coefficient of  >100 fold based on organic matter content.

For chloroform a single experiment was done with triplicates using water alone, sucrose, paper,

or wood.  Standard deviations were <5% of the respective mean values. The decrease in gas phase

was 0.25 for wood compared to the other three.  With a Henry�s constant of 0.16 the calculated

accumulation ratio is just 1.6, slightly lower than TCA.  For dichloromethane (DCM) the decrease in

gas phase concentration for four experiments at four levels of DCM was about 0.25.  With the use of

a Henry�s constant of 0.1, the calculated ratio wood:water is 1.33, somewhat less than for chloro-

form.

DISCUSSION

The static equilibration results presented here show that compounds such as TCE sorb to plant

tissues in proportion to their octanol:water partition coefficients, though the sorption is not so tight as
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that for soil organic matter.  Control experiments with pure cellulose (paper) indicate that the

sorption depends on other constituents of the plant.  Hence the sorption coefficient may depend on

factors such as extent of lignification.  It was not possible to do experiments with a greater ratio of

wood:water because the dry wood takes up close to twice its weight in water.  Particularly for

weakly sorbing materials like chloroform and dichloromethane, the modest depletion observed here

gives a fairly large uncertainty in the weak sorption.

Our earlier work (Davis et al., 1998) showed that even cut plants, without a root system, give

an apparent transpired water concentration factor less than 1, indicating that sorption must be

significant for non-polar compounds such as TCE.  It remains a puzzle why the transpired concen-

tration of the contaminant appeared to reach a steady state in those experiments, despite the fairly

strong sorption observed here.  In those experiments it was noted that more lignified tissues, such as

poplar trees, gave a greater apparent sorption than young sunflower plants.  With stem segments

studied here, it was observed that for the polar molecule methyl-t-butyl ether, the outflow concen-

tration reached 90% of the inflow level within two aqueous volumes of the stem segment, whereas

the same segment attained only half the input TCA level after 7 volumes.  For TCE the lag was

somewhat greater.  See the paper of Jiang Hu et al. for modeling analysis of the lag phase.

The relative extent of sorption was similar over a range of TCE concentrations from about 150

to 1200 µM in static equilibration experiments.  In flow through intact stems the apparent sorption

was similar at 10 µM and 1200 µM.  It should be noted that the apparent sorption coefficient was

higher for the flow experiments than for the static ones, indicating that wood splints may not contain

all the strong sorption sites present in the intact plant stem.  In the work described by Hu et al. the

lag time for TCE through a stem was the same at 10 µM and 1200 µM TCE, consistent with the

observed similarity of sorption coefficient.  Thus any difference between transfer of TCE to the

atmosphere in experiments with low vs high input concentrations of TCE may be attributed to root

functions, not simple sorption (Doucette et al., 1997; Burken, 1996).
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Table 1.  Estimated sorption coefficients for several chlorinated aliphatics on aspen wood splints or
crushed dried alfalfa, with excess water presenta.

a. Sorption ratios derived from gas phase depletion in the presence of the indicated sorbent relative to an
equivalent mass of sucrose or glass beads, using published values of Henry�s constant, cited in Davis et al.,
(1998).  Each value is based at least on triplicate measures. For TCE a dozen experiments were done, at several
levels of TCE, as shown in the figure.

Table 2. Estimate of TCE & TCA sorption coefficients (wood:water) for intact poplar stem
segmentsa.

a. Derived using relative level in stem segment compared with concentration in outflow water used to approxi-
mate the internal concentration.  For all but one TCE experiment, input levels of TCE were near 10 µM.
b. Done using 1200 µM TCE
c. This value may be low, 19 cm of stem was exposed to air producing about a 10 % per hr loss of TCE, based
on the effect of flowrate on outflow concentration.
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Figure 1. Relative gas-phase TCE concentration with sorbents added to water phasea
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a. Relative concentrations were derived from the gas phase measurements on duplicate bottles for each sorbent
and the sucrose control at each input concentration shown by a single data point. For wood with 0.75 mM TCE,
n= 4 or 1.5 mM TCE, n=5 in the input water phase for alfalfa at 3 mM, n=4.  Sucrose was not measurably different
from water alone, or water with added glass beads.  Final aqueous phase concentrations are calculated to be
about 11-fold less than the input concentration, if there is no sorption.
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